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Let A be a function algebra on X and let pbe a point of X. A point

derivation D on A at p is a linear functional (not necessarily con-

tinuous) on A satisfying

D(fg) = D(f)g(p) 4- /(j>) D(s),        for all /, g £ A.

If £> is continuous, D is called a bounded point derivation.

For a compact set A in the complex plane C we use A0(A) to denote

the algebra of all rational functions having no poles on X. Denote by

R(X) the function algebra consisting of all functions which are uni-

form limits on X of functions in A0(A).

If p is a point of X it is easy to see that there is a bounded point

derivation at p on R(X) if and only if, for all/ in R0(X),

| f'(p) |   ^ Mll/H        for some constant M

(||/||=sup{|/(2)|:Z£A}).

Recently Hallstrom [2], using the techniques of Melnikov [3], has

given a very nice characterization, expressed in terms of analytic

capacity, describing when points in R(X) admit bounded point

derivations. He also discussed the notion of point derivations of

higher orders on R(X). For a positive integer k, a bounded point

derivation of order k on R(X) at p is said to exist if there is a constant

Af such that, for all/ in A0(A),

|/«>0) I   gMll/ll,
where f(k)(p) denotes the &th derivative of/at p. Hallstrom extended

his characterization for bounded point derivations of order 1 to

include those of order k.

In this note we obtain a similar characterization in terms of repre-

senting measures. That is, we show there exist bounded point deriva-

tions on R(X) of order k at a point p if and only if p has (complex)

representing measures of a certain type. By a measure on X we mean

a finite complex Baire measure on X. If p is a measure, |p| denotes

its total variation. We call p a (complex) representing measure for a

point p in A if
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f(P) =   I fdp        for every/in R(X).

Theorem. There exists a nonzero bounded point derivation on R(X)

of order k^lata point p in X if and only if there is a (complex) repre-

senting measure ppfor p satisfying

I   d\ pp\ (z)/| z- p\k < oo.

Proof. Suppose there exists a nonzero bounded point derivation

on RiX) of order k at p. Then, for all/ in RoiX),

\fk)(p)\   ^ M\\f\\        for some constant M.

Hence there exists a measure p on X with

f(k)(p) = jfiz)dpiz),      fERo(X).

Let g(z) = (z-p)kERo(X). Then for each fERo(X),

(fgYk)(p) = Wip).

Thus

f(P) = jjf(z)(z - pYdpiz)

for all / in Ro(X). Letting pp — (l/^!)(z — p)kp and taking uniform

limits, we obtain

fiP) =ffi*)dpPiz)

forall/inP(X). Clearly

C   d I MP | (3)

J     \z- p\h

and we have the desired representing measure.

Conversely, suppose such a measure pp exists. Since pp is a repre-

senting measure it is an easy computation to show that no linear

combination of the measures pp, iz—p)~lpp, • • • , iz — p)~kpp is or-

thogonal to RiX)—integration against an appropriate power of z—p

is nonzero. However, every fERoiX) satisfying fip) =f'ip) = • • •

=fik)(p)=0 is annihilated by these measures. It follows that the
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closure of such functions has codimension £4-1 in R(X). Thus for

each j, l^j^k, the functional /—>/(;'> (p) must extend continuously to

R(X), as required.

In [4] Wermer constructed a compact set X in C for which R(X)

is proper in C(A), but R(X) admits no bounded point derivations.

Using Wermer's example we find the following two corollaries sur-

prising.

Corollary. There exists a compact set X in C with R(X) 7* C(X) but

no point of X has a representing measure pp satisfying

r   dpp(z)

J     \z-p\

Corollary. There exists a compact set X in Cwith R(X) 7* C(X) and

with the following property: If P is a nontrivial part of X and {pq} is

any family of representing measures in one-to-one correspondence with

the points of P, then for each pEP, {qEP'-Pq is boundedly absolutely

continuous with respect to pp} has zero planar Lebesgue measure.

Proof. Use Wermer's example together with the well-known fact

that, for any measure p with compact support,

r  d\p\(z)

J T^T
almost everywhere in t with respect to planar Lebesgue measure.

This example should be contrasted with the case where X has non

empty interior. For then the points in each component of int X al-

ways have representing measures which are pairwise mutually bound-

edly absolutely continuous (see [l]).
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